Genetics of McCune-Albright syndrome.
McCune-Albright syndrome (MAS) is a rare proteiform disease due to postzygotic, somatic mutations at codon R201 of the GNAS1 gene that results in cellular mosaicism. Different methods have been used in the molecular analysis of DNA samples from several tissues of patients with one or more MAS signs, with various mutation detection rates. We review data from the literature to investigate whether patient inclusion criteria for GNAS1 analysis, the molecular methods used to search for R201 mutations, and the type of tissues analysed, can influence the mutation detection rate in MAS. Our study indicates that to overcome the problems related to GNAS1 analysis in MAS, sensitive and specific molecular methods must be used to look for the mutation from all available affected tissues and from easily accessible tissues, and even more so in the presence of atypical and monosymptomatic forms of MAS.